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Erdogan has big plans for the Middle East in 2023 and proudly proclaims that those plans cannot be stopped by his foes, inside Turkey or internationally: 

TURKISH PRESS – Turkey’s rise will not be hampered by those who commit treason or their international supporters and our 2023 goals will be reached, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said in 

his New Year message on Wednesday. 

“Sometimes the treasonous among us or our external foes would express their resentment out of our building a new, big Turkey which is a leader in its region and the world,” he said in an online 

statement from the official website of the Turkish presidency. “We will not pay attention to those who commit treason nor bow to the dark circles that control them.” 

“Just as we marched fearlessly and determinedly throughout our history, we will head to the future as a powerful, honorable and influential country, an arbiter,” he added. 

Erdogan’s plans are to reinvent the Ottoman Empire. He’s blasted the Sykes-Picot Agreement which “divided the Arab provinces of the Ottoman Empire 

outside the Arabian peninsula into areas of future British and French control or influence.” It basically broke up the Ottoman Empire and created new borders 

for individual countries. Erdogan despises that agreement and seeks to remove many of these borders as he seeks to create the Ottoman Empire 2.0. 

Here’s a map of what it’s potentially going to look like. I overlayed the current world map underneath so you could see what they plan to gobble up: 

 

Note that this map includes Spain, large parts of Eastern Europe and Ethiopia. They think big don’t they? But Walid Shoebat has written about this map and 

says that initially it will only be 10 states and won’t include the non-Muslim territories. 
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Here’s the Islamic version of the map: 

 

The confederacy of nations that this map shows us (minus the non-Muslim lands) is what Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi, the highest leader in the Muslim 

Brotherhood, generally announced in Istanbul back in August. He also rebuked the current ISIS caliphate saying it doesn’t meet the conditions required to be 

a caliphate. 

This is for real and it is what Erdogan is planning for 2023. 
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Off topic! I'm teaching here in Hungary and I often reference your article: Erdogan proclaims his ‘New 

Turkey’ vision CANNOT be stopped - Posted by The Right Scoop on Jan 1, 2015 at 7:33 PM (Turkey's, 

Muslims, Islamists invade Europe - Caliphate development by 2023) - and I see that your overlay map 

has been removed. Can't you put it back up? There are other maps, but they aren't as easy to see at a 

glance. :) 
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Hi mediaaccess. This is Breitbart.com, not RightScoop. If you are looking for information that was 

taken down, always check the WayBack Machine -- www.archive.org. Paste the link of the article you 

want to recover into the WayBack Machine and if it saved a copy then it will give you a date. Blue = 

working links, green = bad links. 
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I've already done this for you and the old copy of this article can be found at this link: 
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Here are the two pictures you are looking for: 
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Since they have been taken down from the main website, you will most likely want to save these 

images to your computer. Hope this helps! 
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